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About This Game

Defendion is tower defense strategy game in VR.

Buy weapons to shoot your enemies, freeze and set them on fire. Collect gold from enemies to improve weapons. Improve
weapons to deal more damage, improve the castle to make it stronger. Build mazes so that enemies go longer to the castle and

perish from your traps. Do everything to win.
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Features:

- the availability of training, where you can see how weapons work and simulate protection on a small map
- infinite waves, with each wave the level of mobs and the number of gold increase

- the ability to buy, sell and improve weapons, possibility to repair and improve the castle
- the enemies are not following the specified path - you can change their path by putting obstacles in the form of weapons (guns,

walls with stakes, etc.)
- you can place all weapons both before the wave and during the attack

- enemies can detroy your equpment if it blocks the way
- passive ways of obtaining gold

- the captive in the castle can carry out some commands
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Title: Defendion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
DillyFrame
Publisher:
DillyFrame
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (x64)

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD 290 equavalent

Storage: 1200 MB available space

English,French,Russian,German
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nice game for a person who plays league and waits for queue legit takes forever. boring no fun dont buy. Not bad but need to fix
the lag. This game is something that I will never forget. It will eternally have a place in my heart as a truly fantastic game that I
adore to no end. I eat Jumpix, I dream Jumpix, I BREATHE Jumpix. My heart sinks in my chest cavity when I was forced to
close it, since my computer failed to handle it's amazing graphics! I recommend this game to no end, you need to play it, you
HAVE to play! Living without this game is a sin to games everywhere!

No, I'm not a furry.

Ok, that was a lie.. Like the previous DLC's is brilliant if you already enjoy the game. More of the same, but that's a good thing.
This one is particularly interesting because it adds a ton of Army lists, battles and campaigns for the early medieval period. The
units look great, and there some very different armies to what we've had in earlier dlc.. It's extremely laggy
don't get. this game has a lot of blood which i love and most of my freinds do to. man love it can be challenging but fun. Reach
the Sun and Praise it!
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Simply a lot of fun! Similar to PS MotorStorm but IMHO more fun since you have more free roaming and game types than in
MotorStorm. Also I am using XBoxOne controller which works like a charm and it is highly recommended.

10/10

Have fun!. Its a decent game. Nothing too fancy, but a nice combat racer for in between.

I enjoyed the game and it was some fun. Actually finished it and i only payed $2.99 on sale. Yes, i wouldn't recommend to pay
full price for the game. But otherwise if you like motorcycle and combat racing games, it might be something for you. Just dont
expect too much.... I really like this game it is a good alternative to medieval total war 2. It has good map layout and better battle
graphics . The battles are alot of fun espeacially the way the calvary charges and they dont just stop like an moron like in mtw2.
The controls are really easy and the open world is a cool addition to the series.. It is a great game for being early acces if u use
mods but without that it is really boring because you only have 1 map. The mod community is really active and make a lot of
maps and clothes. it also isn't that intense it's really for laid back gaming if u just wabt to relax.

VeRy NiCe GaMe
. Great art, characters and interesting\/unique story. One of the better point-and-click games released in the past year or so.

The puzzles did occasionally get convoluted but by and large, progress can be made with a little experimenting.

Would highly recommend to any adventure game fans.

Patch 1.3.20:
- ADD: Mimics now have a unique sound effect when they attack.
- CHANGE: Arachnalisks have new overworld sprites.
- FIX: Crash related to the "Living Axe" spell.
- FIX: Some damage-boosting traits didn't activate sometimes.
- FIX: "Parasites" spell treated the Leech buff as a debuff.
- FIX: Crash during holiday events.. 2019 Devblog #1:

Jason and Alex
This week I’ve been sick (boooo). Today however I’m feeling much better (yayyyyy). There is some quite exciting news to
share, we are very close to releasing the next update which will include our new checkpoint system. We would like to thank
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everyone for being so patient while we worked on this important addition to the game. We’ve always wanted to deliver a
challenging game, but without a proper working save system the game was too punishing and a source of a lot of frustration to
anyone who perished to a pack of zombies. We hope to have the checkpoint system live as early as next week, it’s currently in
testing.

We’ve updated mission 1 “Outbreak” and added in a new weapon to the game. It’s the first true bolt action sniper rifle, and
you’ll find it on the roof in place of the m16 that used to be there. It works just how you would expect, after every shot you’ll
need to work the bolt action to chamber the next round. Additionally, you can change the magnification by interacting with the
scope, there are 3 levels of magnifications so it’s a viable option at shorter or longer distances.

Brian 

I’ve been working on creating low, med, mech, and tail layers for all of our weapons to give it that AAA touch. After organizing
my tools, setting up presets, and base weapons you will all hear new audio when it comes to our firearms. This also means you
should all be seeing quite a few new firearms in-game. Lastly I touched up quite a bit of audio after doing a quick Unreal
Engine 4.21 pass that I will do a more meticulous pass on here shortly.

Lawrence & Paul 

This week we have been building and putting into place a brand new, bespoke save system to replace the buggy original
implementation which will ease some of the frustration of dying during the current campaigns. We have been further refining
the checkpoint and waypoint system to improve the user experience. Also, more polish has gone into the death sequence.

We haven’t forgotten about the Sticky Grip Control bug, it is next in our priority bug fix, and will start on it after the save
system is live. Thanks again for your patience. We are so close!

. My new game :
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1072270/Sos_i_pie_sos_2_kycb_edition/.  0.12.0.4 Experimental:
Changelog:

 * Fixed bug causing program instability leading to an eventual crash after the "Revive" tool was used
 * Fixed bug causing sleep to flicker between frames and stamina to regenerate at half speed as a result
 * Made Nurse Bots reset NumberOfChildrenBirthed so that artificial selection won't stagnate when specific parents are kept
alive.
 * Made Nursery average creature 'reset' when the Nursery UI is opened (to reduce the number of incidents in which it becomes
a non-euclidian abomination that causes terrible gibbering madness in all that witness it)
 * Made the borders of cliffs a bit sharper (visual adjustment only)
 * Lowered cost of empathy when deciding what to eat
 * Raised cost of travel distance when deciding what to eat
 * Added several 'early warning' exceptions to help catch errors before they reach the steam version
 * Multiple small background adjustments to make the game more stable overall. I'm hoping it will make the game stable
enough to push to the main release branch. (hahahaha it's cute that I still have hope). Campaign, meet battle engine...:
Happy New Year to everyone, I hope 2018 is a good one.

Two major sections of the game for Flight of the Athena are the overall campaign setup + handling, and the battle engine. They
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have been kept independent for the most part to keep development work flowing (whilst being sympathetic to the factors that
impact the other), however sufficient progress has been made to move onto the next stage – bringing the two together. This will
be a significant step towards a full end to end flow for the full game, and whilst there will still be other parts to complete within
this flow (e.g. Shops for ship / weapon purchases), will start to give a good idea of how progression feels, and further work
around this aspect.

Interface V2 is now work in progress, and should tie in nicely with the end to end flow work.

Thanks for reading, and stay tuned for further Flight of the Athena updates!. Version 1.3 in Beta:
A couple new features have been added to the beta version of Star Explorers.

Updated Star Chart- Again. Update 29 - Tons of bug fixes:
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Thanks to @Qumquathedgehog for his detailed bug report list and everyone else who has reported bugs
-AI will still shoot at you if you jump on their head
-You can no longer take a gun away from an enemy
-Fixed AI patrol issues on mansion
-Fixed AI patrol issues on yacht
-Fixed AI alert issues on Bank
-Fixed floating tree in nuclear
-Fixed cheat menu in nuclear
-Fixed NPC Door issue on university
-Improved performance on Data center
-Removed old scripts on data center
-Fixed floating SMG
This was all done today more will be addressed this week! Have fun!
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